
A Tour Around Pangaea 
 
 The world of Pangaea as presented here follows the accounts of the travels of Wrantin 
Kullslug. The pulp tales told from his first-person perspective are collectively called The 
Outlandish Adventures of Wrantin and Raven. Of the seven stories, two were set on other planes, 
but the remaining five take place in various parts of Pangaea. 
 Wrantin Kullslug was from The Elder Darngle Swamp that is situated almost in the middle 
of the world. At some point in his youth he was chosen to attend the assassin’s school of the order 
of the Maestro Kwellin, or “master killers”. He then went on to become the most famous assassin 
of his age. 
 One of the payments he received for one of his hired jobs was one of the Five Shapeshifting 
Swords of Bommelrone. The sword he received was named Raven and had the ability to change 
shapes between a sword and a large, black raven. 
 Just as in A Tour Around the Dreamlands, the locations are presented beginning in the 
north at twelve o’clock and proceeding clockwise around the map. Each entry comes straight from 
one of the stories and should provide enough information to generate plots for adventure. 
 After each area is presented, people, beasts, and plants are presented. Finally, a section on 
the mysterious methods of the Maestro Kwellin is presented. 
 
The Outlandish Adventures of Wrantin and Raven 
 

• The Search for the Enigma 
• The Clan of Zlin 
• A Fungoid’s Bodyguard 
• The Destroyer of a Dynasty 
• The Cantation of Not 
• The Necromancer’s Feet 
• The Reaver of Skulls 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Pangaea 
 “Do you know that I refused to seek the most prized bounty in the world?  I know 
you’ll find that quite a fantastic thing to swallow.  Me, the great Wrantin Kullslug; the 
greatest assassin to ever tread the land of Pangaea; the Maestro Kwellin’s Deadliest Son; 
the Beast from the East; the Tamer of Griohlbirster; the Destroyer of a Dynasty; the Blood 
Magnet; the Reaper’s Tutor!  I refused to seek the one kill that every assassin dreams of 
making.  For that bounty was none other than my own head.  And it was Ipquif Nitherlafrag 
who had sent Jadeena to ensnare me so that he might cash in that bounty.” ~ The Reaver 
of Skulls 

 
Steppes of Yevar (North Central) 
 

 “I was hired by the great mercenary chieftain of the Clan of Zlin, Northar the Bear.  
Northar was a gigantic and hairy barbarian from the Steppes of Yevar.  He had risen to 
power through great strength and cunning and went on to gather all the exiled and unwanted 
people of the world under one banner.  They called themselves the Clan of Zlin, after the 
patron deity of vengeance who had been betrayed by his brother Gorm and thrown into the 
Pit of Olwar, the deepest pit of Hell.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Pomquania 
 

 “Having washed our feet in pig urine and, paying close attention to the areas 
between the third and fourth toes, we were taught the proper sitting method.  This was a 
variation of sitting Pomquanian style except we had to lean over on our elbows, which 
easily facilitated eating while preventing any sudden rising.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 

Therwyndia (East) 
 

 “Emperor Liungesh of the Ertouk Dynasty was the last emperor to reign over the 
Kingdom of Therwyndia.  It was said that the Ertouk family had built a fortress so mighty 
that their line was impervious to eradication by any physical means.  As long as the line 
created progeny, the Ertouk family would rule forever.  The Fortress of Osklabnidia sat 
atop a daunting and unassailable mountain.  The walls were high, steep, and thick.  There 
was all manner of ingenious war machines that lined the walls and countless, well-trained 
sentries alert to all activity.  Furthermore, a platoon of hardened Quanch Giants monitored 
all routes in and out of the fortress.  The final deterrent for any would-be interloper was 
that large Respich Spiders, each as big as a wolf, populated the valley surrounding the 
fortress.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 
 
 “Meanwhile, I made my way by the memorized route that Jehnu-Hyshu had so 
carefully taught me.  The passages were indirect and little traveled secret affairs that only 
the closest confidants of the Ertouk family knew.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 
 
 “The topmost spire of the fortress housed the emperor’s Malvrat stables.  These 
beasts were giant, lithe rodents with large leathery wings.  It was the emperor’s preferred 



means of transportation.  The only problem was they were trained to attack any who tried 
to ride them except the emperor himself.  But Jehnu-Hyshu knew what strange herb the 
emperor used to tame the mysterious creatures.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Monjara 
 

 “And I say this with arrogance in the face of Death, the Scribes of Monjara are 
already recording the legacy of your heroic exploits.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Kurla’ab 
 

 “I was unaware that goblins were so rich in tradition.  Oh, well, when in Kurla’ab, 
do as the Kurla’goblins do.”  At this pun, we both began to snicker and I thought The 
Toothless One was going to erupt.  But then, a large goblin bellowed a guttural grunt in 
our direction thus announcing the arrival of the general and cutting short our frivolity.” ~ 
The Clan of Zlin 

 
Mhuzheer Mountains 
 

 “The stables were a squat stone structure with two large wooden doors.  I managed 
to open one door and enter the structure.  Immediately the Malvrats set up a raucously loud 
growling, stamping, and flapping of their large wings.  I produced the rare herb only found 
in the desolate crags of the Mhuzheer Mountains.  The creatures’ uproars subsided as the 
pungent scent of the herb filtered through the stables.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Yi-Awm (Southeast) 
 
Jungle of Yi-Awm 
 

 “I was on my way through the eastern jungles of Yi-Awm when I met her.  My 
journey was a special occasion, for it was the Kullslug family reunion that brought me 
through the ruin-infested jungles of the east.  While my mind ruminated over Nana 
Kullslug’s cream flinkas that I would be eating in a few days, the jungle opened up onto a 
large stone temple half crumbled to dust.  It was one of the mysterious shrines built by 
some long forgotten race that used to lord over this land known as the Thormastaunk 
Empire.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Thormastaunk Empire 
 

 “I had heard stories that he held the Mummy of King Thasaquaz, the first king of 
the Thormastaunk Empire, in his collection, but I was quite skeptical.  Upon beholding the 
gilded sarcophagus I could doubt no more.  I must admit that the flickering torchlight 
created such horrid illusions on the visage of the preserved king that I trembled before his 
eon dead presence.  Baron Qualthaha laughed uproariously at my reaction.” ~ The Search 
for the Enigma 
 



 “You know, it’s what the Priests of the Bhulingotti use to mummify their royalty. 
So, in a way, you’re being treated like a king. It will begin to first liquefy your innards but 
then it will eventually harden them like stone.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
The Sepulcher of Gloom 

 
 “I lay within the Sepulcher of Gloom wide-eyed in wonderment.  The torches threw 
writhing shadows about the tomb that seemed to breathe life into the eyeless sockets and 
leering grins of the multitudinous faces of death that surrounded me.  Never before had I 
seen so many skulls in one place.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 
 

Sea of Olgwoon (South Central) 
 

 “I took out the musket given to me by those strange pirates I had adventured with 
for the better part of a year through the Sea of Olgwoon.  They had taught me the secrets 
of the black powder.  Unfortunately, I was now down to my last shot and so needed to use 
the musket wisely.  It still felt comforting to have it at the ready.” ~ The Search for the 
Enigma 

 
The Elder Darngle Swamp 
 

 “By the time we reached the Elder Darngle Swamp and the wholesome welcome to 
my ancestral homeland, the mute woman and I had become quite cozy traveling 
companions.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Mernak (Southwest) 
 

 “For your foe’s innards shall carpet the valley and their carcasses litter the earth 
like the Locusts of Mernak in the wake of their seven-year plague.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 

Lavdida 
 

 “The only entrance left unguarded by man or giant was a narrow drainage shaft that 
oozed a foul and repulsive stench that made the Respich carcass seem like Lavdida Roses.” 
~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Ixatraertae 
 

 “It was at the Fire Festival of Ixatraertae that I was summoned to the palace of 
Baron Qualthaha.  I was enjoying the fabulous company of one of the dark eyed fire dancers 
when the messenger arrived.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 

 
Grtbleck Swamp 
 

 “Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo was a reputable necromancer of 
some skill.  He preferred the dank, mucky Grtbleck Swamp for his domicile among the 



omnipresent moss and Horblanf bushes of which I have already made mention of in 
paragraph number one.  He, undoubtedly, did this for secrecy and some manner of 
protection.  Of course, he augmented the natural protection the swamp afforded with all 
manner of glyphs, guises, daemons, and assorted protective spells.  He had, evidently, done 
something to earn the wrath of the order and target himself for assassination.” ~ The 
Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Narkaza (West Central) 
 
Bommelrone 
 

 “He smiled a broad greasy smile and told me that he would pay by way of 
presenting me with one of the Five Shapeshifting Wereswords of the Sorcerous 
Blacksmiths of Bommelrone.  These swords were reputed to shape shift into beasts that 
could be commanded and controlled by their wielder.  I was astounded!” ~ The Search for 
the Enigma 

 
Hawskillian 
 

 “Hacking like the Butcher of Hawskillian I rode with my steed laughing in hellish 
glee, its powerful maw of dripping fangs rending the flesh from the bone.” ~ The Clan of 
Zlin 

 
Leb’a Y’en Forest 
 

 “But, let us not rest upon vanquishing the herd,” I continued, “but let us endeavor 
at the tumultuous task of impaling upon the Cedars of Leb’a Y’en the corpses of the fallen 
as a warning to Muicharkta and his horde.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Valley of Jharstedi 
 

 “I stood atop the Fortress of Gnarthisca and surveyed the Valley of Jharstedi while 
mulling over the bleak dilemma I now found myself in.  Inside the keep awaited two 
hundred of the swarthiest lot of ne’er-do-wells, miscreants, and mercenaries I had ever met 
in my life.  And they were all waiting on me to return with a plan of how we were going to 
escape this valley alive.  As far as my eyes could see there were men, animals, tents, and 
war machines waiting to storm the keep.  This was the great army of King Muicharkta and 
his army was unstoppable.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
 “Through an unholy pact with King Ewzthwak, the lord of the goblins, Muicharkta 
had succeeded in cornering our group in the Fortress of Gnarthisca, which is really no more 
than a keep on a high mountain crag.  I knew we were in a bad situation from the looks of 
things.  On one side of the keep stood a large gathering of Muicharkta’s army and on the 
other stood a large gathering of Ewzthwak’s army.  If they forged the gap over the Gorge 
of Roingrath we were done.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 



Ylltharia 
 

 “By all the hairs of the fair-headed Lady of the Ghost Wind of Ylltharia, I swear 
that they were the most wretched and misshapen nails to ever sprout from the organism 
called man.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Thoutharna (West) 
 

 “The Clan of Zlin had also sought its revenge upon the people who had either 
conquered or exiled them from their homes.  King Muicharkta of the country of Thoutharna 
was surely on that list.  He was a terrible and efficient ruler who commanded one of the 
largest armies in the world.  And now, a portion of that army was knocking on our 
doorstep.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Wastes of Narpeegia 

 
 “I had been hunting the elusive Sachawure for nearly a fortnight.  I knew I was 
getting close by the increasing sense of confusion I felt.  You see, that is how the creature 
has been able to remain so elusive for so long.  It secretes a unique chemical from its hairy, 
blackened horn that causes a plethora of confusing states in those ingesting the bewildering 
fumes. 
 “Being in a most desolate and rugged country rumored to be the domain of all 
manner of vile creatures, I decided against lighting a campfire.  The fading orange of the 
sun was a harbinger of the ghastly nocturnal world of the Wastes of Narpeegia.  I had feared 
the Sachawure lived in such an abominable area all along.  Then again, maybe he was 
merely leading me to my doom.” ~ The Search for the Enigma. 

 
Wikinrovia (Northwest) 
 

 “In the end, one hundred and twenty of our two hundred returned to a hero’s 
welcome and a feast fit for the Giants of Wikinrovia.  A toast was made to me and my 
cunning plan and then the cries went up round and loud, “Speech!  Speech!  Speech!” ~ 
The Clan of Zlin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



People 
 
The Butcher of Hawskillian 
 

 “Hacking like the Butcher of Hawskillian I rode with my steed laughing in hellish 
glee, its powerful maw of dripping fangs rending the flesh from the bone.” ~ The Clan of 
Zlin 

 
Professor Ertobwacky 
 

 “Fortunately for me, Professor Ertobwacky’s classes in Confused Logic back at the 
guild paid off.  I knew my confused mind was deceiving me and that the Sachawure had 
only seemed to take the right path.  So, I followed the left passage.” ~ The Search for the 
Enigma 

 
 
King Ewzthwak 
 

 “Through an unholy pact with King Ewzthwak, the lord of the goblins, Muicharkta 
had succeeded in cornering our group in the Fortress of Gnarthisca, which is really no more 
than a keep on a high mountain crag.  I knew we were in a bad situation from the looks of 
things.  On one side of the keep stood a large gathering of Muicharkta’s army and on the 
other stood a large gathering of Ewzthwak’s army.  If they forged the gap over the Gorge 
of Roingrath we were done.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 
 “The forces that Muicharkta had assembled against us were his most lethal warriors.  
And whatever pact he had made with the goblins must have been a doozy because they had 
sent their infamous Order of the Hyena – a hellish army that rides giant, mottled hyenas.  
It is said that their diabolical laughter is enough to send most armies fleeing.” ~ The Clan 
of Zlin 

 
Finster Von Glich 
 

 “The skilled hands of Finster Von Glich, the loyal and secret surgeon of the Maestro 
Kwellin, had danced their magic upon my eyes transforming them into instruments capable 
of transluminal vision.  I waited in the sludge-infested shaft as my eyes adjusted to the dark 
and then I began to slither along the shaft to wherever it led.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
General Glarthonk 
 

 “We remained in our obeisant postures as General Glarthonk was announced.  He 
was the most grotesque and disfigured goblin I had ever seen in my whole life.  His eyes 
glared a fiery red and his pointy, green ears were scarred and torn.  He flared his hoggish 
nose and roared in the telltale guttural language of the goblin.  The Toothless One was so 
adept at the goblin tongue that it wasn’t long before we had struck our deal with the 
goblins.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 



 
Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo 
 

 “Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo was a reputable necromancer of 
some skill.  He preferred the dank, mucky Grtbleck Swamp for his domicile among the 
omnipresent moss and Horblanf bushes of which I have already made mention of in 
paragraph number one.  He, undoubtedly, did this for secrecy and some manner of 
protection.  Of course, he augmented the natural protection the swamp afforded with all 
manner of glyphs, guises, daemons, and assorted protective spells.  He had, evidently, done 
something to earn the wrath of the order and target himself for assassination.” ~ The 
Necromancer’s Feet 

 
 “I should have suspected that this necromancer was a bit different by the nature of 
the elder’s request for proof.  Typically, the neophyte is instructed to retrieve the head of 
their victim to establish proof.  I, on the other hand, was told to retrieve Grallmengrag’s 
feet.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “My next encounter was with Grallmengrag himself.  The Wizard was waiting to 
ambush me in his alchemical laboratory.  I figured he would resort to a surprise attack and 
had planned for this.  I burst through the door heaving the head of the Bullzabuzz before 
me.  Grallmengrag unleashed the lightning bolt spell he had prepared for me at the 
Bullzabuzz’s head.  The air echoed with the crackling of the lightning and the head fell to 
the floor in a smoking, stinking heap of burned flesh. 
 “We momentarily looked at the smoking head and then regarded each other.  I 
immediately went into my wizard fighting pose, indicated by a low crouch and two fingers 
of each hand extended at the ready.  Grallmengrag flamboyantly flung wide his robes and 
raised his hands high as he began uttering another vulgarism of his magical incantations.” 
~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
 “I quickly scanned the laboratory for Grallmengrag and found him standing atop a 
large table removing his gaudy slippers that each ended in a massive curl of fabric.  
Revealed before me were the most grotesque anomalies of human locomotion I had ever 
beheld.  They were angulated and knobby and encased in pale flesh.  But it was the toenails!  
Dear Lords, the toenails!  By all the hairs of the fair-headed Lady of the Ghost Wind of 
Ylltharia, I swear that they were the most wretched and misshapen nails to ever sprout from 
the organism called man.  I can’t even begin to describe their horrible, blighted nature.  
Each nail was discolored a sinister yellow and possessed a thickness akin to stone.  They 
were long, twisted, and fractured randomly.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “Grallmengrag took advantage of my temporary hypnosis and launched into the air.  
He flew in a completely unnatural nature, with both of his wicked feet leading his flight 
path as if they had taken control of his frame.  By the time I recovered enough to realize 
what was occurring, he had gouged me across the chest with his abominable nails.  Deep 
grooves produced flowing blood that cascaded down my torso.  I yelled in pain and came 
fully to my senses.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 



 
Jadeena Naenae 
 

 “Her name was Jadeena Naenae and she turned out to be a sorceress under the 
tutelage of the great and mighty Ipquif Nitherlafrag.  At the time, we met, however, I didn’t 
know her sorcerous ties.  At the time, I just thought she was the most beautiful creature to 
ever bat an eyelash my way.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 
 
 “At first I assumed she was speaking to me in her native tongue; but, then the effects 
of her spell took hold of me. 
 “The incantation of Al-Jabra was only the beginning of her plan to kill me. While 
I was frozen under its spell, she then poured a poisonous drought down my throat, leaned 
in close to me and said, “Now the Poison of Pofushka will do its work over the next several 
hours.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Ipquif Nitherlafrag 
 

 “Her name was Jadeena Naenae and she turned out to be a sorceress under the 
tutelage of the great and mighty Ipquif Nitherlafrag.  At the time, we met, however, I didn’t 
know her sorcerous ties.  At the time, I just thought she was the most beautiful creature to 
ever bat an eyelash my way.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Emperor Liungesh 
 

 “Emperor Liungesh of the Ertouk Dynasty was the last emperor to reign over the 
Kingdom of Therwyndia.  It was said that the Ertouk family had built a fortress so mighty 
that their line was impervious to eradication by any physical means.  As long as the line 
created progeny, the Ertouk family would rule forever.  The Fortress of Osklabnidia sat 
atop a daunting and unassailable mountain.  The walls were high, steep, and thick.  There 
was all manner of ingenious war machines that lined the walls and countless, well-trained 
sentries alert to all activity.  Furthermore, a platoon of hardened Quanch Giants monitored 
all routes in and out of the fortress.  The final deterrent for any would-be interloper was 
that large Respich Spiders, each as big as a wolf, populated the valley surrounding the 
fortress.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
 “The High Priest of Hyshu was the top position next to the emperor himself and 
these men hated each other.  Apparently, Jehnu-Hyshu, which was the name of the high 
priest, had fallen deeply in love with Chunjesh, Emperor Liungesh’s sister.  The emperor 
forbade this love affair to continue and finally blackmailed the high priest.  Jehnu-Hyshu 
was unable to prove this plot and was sent to the desolate bowels of the Fortress of 
Osklabnidia to be tortured by the infamous Osklabnidian Torture Masters. 
 “Followers loyal to both Jehnu-Hyshu and Chunjesh managed to free Jehnu-Hyshu.  
Emperor Liungesh was so furious that he ordered these followers slain and had Chunjesh 
shut up in her chambers where he kept her so drugged that she was virtually oblivious to 
anything other than her dream filled hallucinations. 



 “I learned all of this from Jehnu-Hyshu himself.  After he escaped the dungeons of 
Osklabnidia his anger fueled him to seek revenge by having Liungesh assassinated.” ~ The 
Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
King Muicharkta 
 

 “And they were all waiting on me to return with a plan of how we were going to 
escape this valley alive.  As far as my eyes could see there were men, animals, tents, and 
war machines waiting to storm the keep.  This was the great army of King Muicharkta and 
his army was unstoppable.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
 “The Clan of Zlin had also sought its revenge upon the people who had either 
conquered or exiled them from their homes.  King Muicharkta of the country of Thoutharna 
was surely on that list.  He was a terrible and efficient ruler who commanded one of the 
largest armies in the world.  And now, a portion of that army was knocking on our 
doorstep.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 
 “Northar hired me to lead a group of his most sinister and competent fighters on a 
mission that would put Muicharkta in dire straits.  My specific cause was the assassination 
of Muicharkta’s son and heir, Muitherfka.  A deed I had completed with expert skill.  
Muitherfka was an arrogant and detestable young man who would have been a very capable 
tyrant if he had inherited his father’s throne.  Well, as you could probably guess, 
Muicharkta was insane with rage and wanted my head to adorn his throne.” ~ The Clan of 
Zlin 

 
Northar the Bear 
 

 “I was hired by the great mercenary chieftain of the Clan of Zlin, Northar the Bear.  
Northar was a gigantic and hairy barbarian from the Steppes of Yevar.  He had rose to 
power through great strength and cunning and went on to gather all the exiled and unwanted 
people of the world under one banner.  They called themselves the Clan of Zlin, after the 
patron deity of vengeance who had been betrayed by his brother Gorm and thrown into the 
Pit of Olwar, the deepest pit of Hell.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Baron Qualthaha 
 

 “Baron Qualthaha is renowned for his collection of rare and bizarre artifacts from 
all over the worlds.  In his collection are some of the most unusual and outré objects I have 
ever seen.  For, he did give me a wonderful tour after a most gracious reception.  He had 
heard the legends of my precise and ghastly work.  Upon hearing that I was attending the 
Fire Festival he immediately dispatched a messenger to summon me for a job. 
 “After explaining to me that he wanted to hire me for a special job that would add 
one of the most remarkable and enigmatic creatures ever to inhabit this plane, he gave me 
a guided tour of his collection.  The collection contained the Skeletal Arm of Pazadak the 
Giant, the grotesque torture devices of the Venomous Multi-Armed Kraag, a pair of Crystal 
Eyes of the Deepenchack, and the complete set of Dr. Frawlengiler’s Home Dissection Kit.  



I had heard stories that he held the Mummy of King Thasaquaz, the first king of the 
Thormastaunk Empire, in his collection, but I was quite skeptical.  Upon beholding the 
gilded sarcophagus I could doubt no more.  I must admit that the flickering torchlight 
created such horrid illusions on the visage of the preserved king that I trembled before his 
eon dead presence.  Baron Qualthaha laughed uproariously at my reaction.” ~ The Search 
for the Enigma 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Beasts 
 
Aklabask 
 

 “This time it landed with the full force of its weight on my body.  I was pinned 
helplessly like an overturned Aklabask.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 

 
Bullzabuzz 
 

 “The passageway beyond the portal was dark and long.  Just when I thought I would 
run out of breath I emerged in a cavern.  No sooner had I emerged than I was confronted 
by the guardian of Grallmengrag’s lair.  He was a large Bullzabuzz and he sat upon a stone 
pedestal staring right at me.  In case you are unfamiliar with a Bullzabuzz, let me try and 
describe the grotesquerie of this twist of nature.  It possessed a large bull head with fly-like 
compound eyes and long horns.  Its body was corpulent and covered in brown and black 
hair.  Emerging from its torso were six legs ending in three-fingered hoofs.  Large, 
insectoid, translucent wings sprouted from its back.  The beast mooed a loud guttural cry 
and rose into the air.  I thought it seemed a rather odd marriage of creatures seeing as how 
bulls generally detest flies and swat them with their tales.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
 “I had to act quickly because the beast was still in a state of agitation.  I surfaced 
with the backpack at the ready and immediately began emptying the dung onto the cavern 
floor.  The beast took a bead on me and began charging.  I positioned myself with the dung 
between the beast and me and hoped the saying rang of truth.  As the creature bore down 
on me, I cringed expecting the horns at any moment.  But luckily the plan worked.  The 
Bullzabuzz nearly stopped instantaneously over the dung pile.  It was captivated like a 
Wurgleworm is at the sound of Golden Gluben Grass whistling in the wind.  I stood 
amazed, watching the creature hover over the pile in rapt obsession.  Then I slew the foul 
demon.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Crayjaw 
 

 “I settled down under the drooping branches of a Noop-noop bush and ate the last 
of the Crayjaw Jerky in my pack.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 

 
Darnoogies 

 
 “The desolate temple in the jungles of Yi-Awm wasn’t exactly deserted. Jadeena 
had miscalculated her rendezvous point quite severely. It turns out that the small, impish 
creatures called the Tribe of the Darnoogies still used this temple. And they, in turn, were 
being used by the monstrous beast known as the Reaver of Skulls deep down in the 
Sepulcher of Gloom to keep him fed.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
 “Jadeena was not prepared to defend herself against the onslaught of wave upon 
wave of the tiny, stone-skinned men who rushed this chamber. I, of course, could do 



nothing except watch as we were both hauled away through the dark tunnels.” ~ The Reaver 
of Skulls 

 
Filngerb 
 

“They were trapped like a Filngerb in a Dally Flap.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 
Gwal Lizard 
 

 “As the sun ascends, face thy destiny with a smirk upon thine jowl just as the Gwal 
Lizard faces its prey.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 

 
Halagrom 
 

 “The giant, trained to alert the sentries before fighting, raised a humongous, curled 
Halagrom horn to his lips and prepared to sound the alarm.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Hutharf 
 

 “Raven stood watch while I tried to sleep beneath the gore-encrusted spider carcass 
that stunk like a Hutharf’s breath.” 

 
Magic-Eater Bug 
 

 “I returned to the surface to catch my breath and prepare the mechanical bug that 
was built to exact specifications by a time-warlock who specialized in clocks, golems, and 
hexadecimal mathematics.  I wound the key sixteen times, took a deep breath, and dove 
back down.  Reaching the portal, I released the magic-eater bug and it promptly began 
eating the glyphic runes inscribed about the portal.  As it ate, the glow slowly faded until 
finally, no runes remained.  I had to return to the surface several times during this whole 
process.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Malvrat 
 

 “The topmost spire of the fortress housed the emperor’s Malvrat stables.  These 
beasts were giant, lithe rodents with large leathery wings.  It was the emperor’s preferred 
means of transportation.  The only problem was they were trained to attack any who tried 
to ride them except the emperor himself.  But Jehnu-Hyshu knew what strange herb the 
emperor used to tame the mysterious creatures.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 
 
 “The stables were a squat stone structure with two large wooden doors.  I managed 
to open one door and enter the structure.  Immediately the Malvrats set up a raucously loud 
growling, stamping, and flapping of their large wings.  I produced the rare herb only found 
in the desolate crags of the Mhuzheer Mountains.  The creatures’ uproars subsided as the 
pungent scent of the herb filtered through the stables.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 



Mysterious Birds of Grtbleck Swamp 
 

 “But it wasn’t the stench of the reaper’s breath that roused me from my stupor.  I 
lifted my head groggily to regard the face of a large, wingless bird snorting its large-beaked 
maw in my face.  The beak opened and I thought for sure it was some carnivorous beast 
sent by the necromancer to devour me.  I cringed in craven pose expecting the bite, but 
instead, it began to rip at the vines binding me like a rangor through a sliphlack.  In a few 
moments, I was free as the bird.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “I was momentarily addled and pondered the motives of the avian beast that had 
freed me.  Was he a random intervention or was his mission purposefully concocted to free 
me?  Whatever the case, he stood before me now, stupidly blinking his large eyes with his 
head cocking side to side as if he were trying just as hard to comprehend my meaning in 
his life.  I wondered if he was edible; for I was famished beyond description.  I decided 
that his purpose might not be over and resolved not to slay him just yet.  This proved to be 
a wise decision because he made my passage remarkably easy.  Every time the vines began 
to encroach upon my legs the bird swiftly exorcised them from my path. 
 “My only qualm with the bird was its piercing cry whenever I strayed too far from 
the apparent path I was meant to follow.  At first it scared the ickthir out of my intestinal 
regions, but I soon realized its intentions.  Besides the cry, was its excessively large 
droppings; they were simply robust and disgustingly fetid to boot.  Other than its cries and 
craps, the critter was quite companionable.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “I returned to the spot where I had left the bird and resolved to answer the question 
of whether or not the bird was edible.  I momentarily felt bad for the bird but I was quite 
famished and the path back would be easy now that the necromancer’s spells were broken 
and their dark animations lay dormant once again.  The bird was indeed edible.  I had a 
feast that would make a Quanch Giant envious.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Purple Thapp Wasps 
 

 “My avian companion and I waded deeper and deeper into the mucky-muck of 
Grtbleck when suddenly, we happened upon a nest of Purple Thapp Wasps.  These large, 
winged insects had heinous stingers that produced nasty little welts.  We must have looked 
like a comical pair dancing and gyrating with arms and wings flailing about.  The bird 
squawked and I howled as we swatted and whirled trying in vain to cease the raspus of the 
wasps.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Quanch Giants 
 

 “Furthermore, a platoon of hardened Quanch Giants monitored all routes in and out 
of the fortress.  The final deterrent for any would-be interloper was that large Respich 
Spiders, each as big as a wolf, populated the valley surrounding the fortress.” ~ The 
Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 



 “I returned to the spot where I had left the bird and resolved to answer the question 
of whether or not the bird was edible.  I momentarily felt bad for the bird but I was quite 
famished and the path back would be easy now that the necromancer’s spells were broken 
and their dark animations lay dormant once again.  The bird was indeed edible.  I had a 
feast that would make a Quanch Giant envious.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
The Reaver of Skulls 
 

 “The desolate temple in the jungles of Yi-Awm wasn’t exactly deserted. Jadeena 
had miscalculated her rendezvous point quite severely. It turns out that the small, impish 
creatures called the Tribe of the Darnoogies still used this temple. And they, in turn, were 
being used by the monstrous beast known as the Reaver of Skulls deep down in the 
Sepulcher of Gloom to keep him fed.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 
 
 “Just then the Reaver of Skulls emerged. He was bigger than a Quanch Giant by 
two heads, speaking of which, his head was a large, skeletal monstrosity that looked like 
the skull of a horse. Wicked teeth grinned hideously and champed in a most disturbing 
clickety-clack. His body was humanoid but bore a thick coat of black hair. He carried what 
appeared to be an enormous meat cleaver.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Respich Spiders 
 

 “Furthermore, a platoon of hardened Quanch Giants monitored all routes in and out 
of the fortress.  The final deterrent for any would-be interloper was that large Respich 
Spiders, each as big as a wolf, populated the valley surrounding the fortress.” ~ The 
Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Sachawure 
 

“I had been hunting the elusive Sachawure for nearly a fortnight.  I knew I was 
getting close by the increasing sense of confusion I felt.  You see, that is how the creature 
has been able to remain so elusive for so long.  It secretes a unique chemical from its hairy, 
blackened horn that causes a plethora of confusing states in those ingesting the bewildering 
fumes.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 
 
 “Sure enough, my method was true.  It was not long till I entered the Sachawure’s 
den and came face to face with the creature.  He was big, too.  He towered over me and 
released the most spine tingling growl I believe I have ever heard.  The acoustics of the 
cave didn’t help in the least.  His eyes were yellow and piercing, his mottled fur was raised 
in hackles, and his giant maw revealed row upon row of pointed teeth.” ~ The Search for 
the Enigma 
 
 “My confusion was so great that I could do nothing but watch the teeth draw nearer.  
With one last dying effort I wriggled my arm free.  I grabbed the goo from my mouth and 
squashed it right over the Sachawure’s hairy, blackened horn.  The beast paused briefly 
and retightened its hold on my throat.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 



 
The Venomous Multi-Armed Kraag 
 

 “The collection contained the Skeletal Arm of Pazadak the Giant, the grotesque 
torture devices of the Venomous Multi-Armed Kraag, a pair of Crystal Eyes of the 
Deepenchack, and the complete set of Dr. Frawlengiler’s Home Dissection Kit.” ~ The 
Search for the Enigma 

 
Wurgleworm 
 

 “It was captivated like a Wurgleworm is at the sound of Golden Gluben Grass 
whistling in the wind.” The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Plants 
 
Dally Flap 
 

“They were trapped like a Filngerb in a Dally Flap.” ~ The Clan of Zlin 
 
Ganaarberry 
 

 “Suddenly, my savior arrived. Raven came flying into my field of vision with a 
plant held in his shiny, black beak. I recognized it as that wonderful plant Ganaarberry 
Thistle – a rare but miraculous healing plant.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
Golden Gluben Grass 
 

 “It was captivated like a Wurgleworm is at the sound of Golden Gluben Grass 
whistling in the wind.” The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Herb from the Mhuzheer Mountains 
 

 “The stables were a squat stone structure with two large wooden doors.  I managed 
to open one door and enter the structure.  Immediately the Malvrats set up a raucously loud 
growling, stamping, and flapping of their large wings.  I produced the rare herb only found 
in the desolate crags of the Mhuzheer Mountains.  The creatures’ uproars subsided as the 
pungent scent of the herb filtered through the stables.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Horblanf Bushes 
 

 “Finding myself lost amongst the gripping vines of the infamous Horblanf bushes, 
I resolved to die.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 

 
Lavdida Roses 
 

 “The only entrance left unguarded by man or giant was a narrow drainage shaft that 
oozed a foul and repulsive stench that made the Respich carcass seem like Lavdida Roses.” 
~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 

 
Noop-noop Bush 
 

 “I settled down under the drooping branches of a Noop-noop bush and ate the last 
of the Crayjaw Jerky in my pack.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 

 
Pofushka 
 

 “Now the Poison of Pofushka will do its work over the next several hours. You 
know, it’s what the Priests of the Bhulingotti used to mummify their royalty. So, in a way, 



you’re being treated like a king. It will begin to first liquefy your innards but then it will 
eventually harden them like stone.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Maestro Kwellin 
 

 “The Maestro Kwellin have perfected the art of mutating the eyes for transluminal 
vision.” ~ The Search for the Enigma 
 
 “Fortunately for me, Professor Ertobwacky’s classes in Confused Logic back at the 
guild paid off.  I knew my confused mind was deceiving me and that the Sachawure had 
only seemed to take the right path.  So I followed the left passage.” ~ The Search for the 
Enigma 
 
 “The skilled hands of Finster Von Glich, the loyal and secret surgeon of the Maestro 
Kwellin, had danced their magic upon my eyes transforming them into instruments capable 
of transluminal vision.  I waited in the sludge-infested shaft as my eyes adjusted to the dark 
and then I began to slither along the shaft to wherever it led.” ~ The Destroyer of a Dynasty 
 
 “Of course, one does not automatically become one of this exotic order.  One must 
go through the arduous five and one-fifth years of school and graduate by completing an 
inordinately difficult assassination to prove that the schooling was sufficiently ingrained in 
the young neophyte.  That is what I was doing, you see – my graduation assassination. 
 “I would love to tell you the details of my schooling but I’m afraid that is privileged 
information that I cannot divulge.  To do so would stand against the explicit code of the 
order.  I can’t even go into details about the location of the school.  What I can tell you is 
about my graduation assassination examination.  I was called to meet with my elders and 
soon found myself present at my graduation assassination examination confabulation.  It 
was here that the 15 elders of the order gave me my assignment.” ~ The Necromancer’s 
Feet 

 
 “Usually, assassinations are carried out through one party hiring the assassin to 
eliminate another offending party.  The order is efficient in using their potential graduates 
to eliminate those they find cumbersome to the living but weren’t hired out by another 
party for social subtraction.  The real kicker, however, is that the intended victim is notified 
of their selection for assassination.  This adds an extra level of difficulty to the task which 
handily tests the neophyte’s skills. 
 “I should have suspected that this necromancer was a bit different by the nature of 
the elder’s request for proof.  Typically, the neophyte is instructed to retrieve the head of 
their victim to establish proof.  I, on the other hand, was told to retrieve Grallmengrag’s 
feet.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “I didn’t wait for the spell to ripen in his vile mouth.  I flew into a frenzy of motion, 
gyrating through the space between us in the confusingly unorthodox fighting style of my 
order.  Before Grallmengrag had a chance to finish his spell the pointed end of my dagger 
was digging into the fat flesh of his neck, drawing a tiny rivulet of blood. 
 “But Grallmengrag was deceptively cunning and the magic spell he wove soon had 
him at the advantage.  A belching noise was followed by a hiss of smoke and I found myself 
with my dagger at the ethereal form of a billowing cloud of smoke.” ~ The Necromancer’s 
Feet 



 
 “He once again took flight and I held my position till the last second.  Then, I 
dodged executing a wily fighting maneuver called “Bungadoom slaps his mate”; only 
instead of using a backhand I held forth my dagger.  The necromancer’s feet fell to the 
floor with a mix of thunk and click.  Grallmengrag crashed into a large, glass vile filled 
with red sand that shattered with a loud cacophony that echoed around the laboratory.  
Glass, sand, and wizard lay mangled in a broken heap.” ~ The Necromancer’s Feet 
 
 “The reason I found myself in this gloom-encrusted den of death was because of 
my own foolishness.   A stupid and careless error I had made in breaking rule #26 in the 
Maestro Kwellin Code of Conduct:  Do not get seduced.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 
“I strode forth before the legendary beast and we squared for battle. His cleaver went 
singing through the air and I began my chaotic dance of death. At first it was evasive in 
nature but it soon settled into a ballet of counterattacks. 
 “First a giant finger went prancing away, then a toe did a pirouette into the gloom. 
Next, a thumb was out looking for its dance partner. And, finally, the show came to end as 
his massive horse-head offered a curtsey to the crowd.” ~ The Reaver of Skulls 
 
 
  


